Andrew Robey  
Bio Bus Team & P.E.  

Hailing from a small seaside town in Cornwall, England Andrew always been happiest when outside in nature, whether in the sea, walking the cliff tops or running through woods. Being close to nature has given him an appreciation of the wonder around us and a desire to maintain that world.

With previous academic study concerning Environmental Science, Sports Science and now Psychology, Andrew is excited about joining green school, embracing freedom of thought which seems to be lost within mainstream education and learning new ideas.

A particular interest of Andrew's is experiential learning and the effect nature and practical experience has on individuals: wellbeing, understanding of nature and environmental impact.

With experience in sports coaching and development one of Andrews's main passions is sport and particularly surfing and surf life-saving, where he gains great pleasure from seeing children utilise outdoor spaces and have fun. If he's not gardening you will find him in the sea making the most of Bali's incredible coastline.

Bashanah Kesner  
Bio Bus Team  

Bashanah Kesner was born in a small island in the Mediterranean Spanish sea, Ibiza (Eivissa). Against the party propaganda that has been spreading around the world of her small treasure island, she decided education could be a good path to follow to create a change in her island. She studied her degree in Pedagogy for four years in the University of Barcelona and has always been in contact with children, volunteering and working for several families and organizations.

Alternative education has always been a focus of attention for her. She did her internship in a center of Communication and Pedagogy, working on journalism, cinema and teacher training guides for schools and organizations. Her passion has always been to change the world we live in, choosing education as her favorite weapon.
Gökçen Karaman
Enterprise Team

With a name which can be pronounced correctly only in her home country, Gökçen was born and raised in Turkey. After reading tons of articles on how much suffering this world is full of, during her sociology studies; she has begun searching for "happiness" in life. There she has found out about children's dreams, nature's beauties, power of dancing and what traveling has to offer.

Now, being fond of each, Gökçen wants to combine all and keep up with it. She worked in many summer camps in different positions, took part in several community involvement projects, volunteered in eco-houses. Relying on the enthusiasm she got from her various experiences, she is very determined to make her passions the source of her professional life.

As for her "sharing is caring", she is always ready to share what she can for the sake of creativity, hope and peace.

Melda Monica
Green Studies

Melda Monica comes from Central Kalimantan in Indonesia. She just graduated from university in her city Palangkaraya where she followed the English Study Program.

Melda is an English teacher in one of non government company education since 2014. She wants to be an English teacher even though her English is not really good (yet).

Melda is also a volunteer as environmental teacher in a small village Katimpun, close to her city. It is an hour and half from my house.

Melda really wants to join Green School because she wants to learn more about environment and how to teach about environment to the children.

She also wants to change her habit about using plastic in daily activity, because in her daily activity she always uses plastic for everything. Such as buying something and bringing something. So, from joining the Green School she hopes that she can change her habit not using plastic anymore.
Megan Versfeld

ELL Primary School

Born and raised in a small town on the coast of South Africa. Megan first pursued studies in marketing before realizing teaching was where her heart is and moved to the mother city, Cape Town in South Africa. Here she obtained her Bachelors of Education in Foundation and Intermediate Phases, specializing in Waldorf Education. She has a great passion for new and alternative forms and ideas of education, and strongly believes that education should be ever changing to meet the physical, emotional, spiritual and intellectual needs of each and every child.

Megan will be joining the ELL program at Green School and will be working closely with class teachers and learning support on developing primary students abilities and confidence in the English language. Coming from a large family she is excited to be apart of a larger community at the school and truly adopting a green life style.

Daniela Pliego

Grade 1

Daniela was born in the colourful and surrealistic land of the “feathered snake”, Mexico. After finishing her university degree, she embarked on an adventure that led her to live and travel in New Zealand and Asia for a couple of years. She values deeply the gifts that long term traveling has offered her and she is now thrilled to have the opportunity to learn from Green School’s progressive team of educators, in such a stimulating and inspiring environment.

She is passionate about folk and traditional art, indigenous wisdom and ethnic heritage. She has built castles in the air and is now working actively to put foundations under them.
Savannah Roach
Admissions Team

Savannah was raised in the Pacific Northwest of the United States but quickly became an accidental nomad – She spent her adolescence at a boarding school on a 100-acre farm in the middle of rural Ohio, living with friends who turned into family and learning how to take advantage of farm life! She moved to Los Angeles to study NGOs and Social Change at the University of Southern California. In the past few years. She bounced around living in New York, Vancouver BC, and Portland to work for various startups. If you can’t tell, she is constantly adventuring to new places, love learning people’s stories, and putting a creative approach on any experience through photography. In my free time, Savannah runs a project called Happenstance, which tells the stories of entrepreneurs.

Dihue Miguens
Development Team

Dihue Miguens was born in Ibiza (Spain) 24 years ago, where his Argentinian parents settled down for a beautiful life. He grew up enjoying nature, sports and culture. His studies where related to natural sciences and technical knowledge. Dihue studied a Design and Art Degree in Barcelona (graphic design), and he always worked as a watersports instructor in the summer season in Ibiza (sailing, windsurf, flyboard). Actually he is developing his knowledge in areas like sacred geometry and folding structures, organic abstract art, entrepreneurship and the creative process.
Bia Chamati
Early Years & Counselling

Bia is Brazilian and she is psychologist, has master degree in experimental psychology in analysis of behavior. She has almost 10 years experience with children 2-10 years of therapy, group therapy and contact with several schools in Brazil because of the need to include parents and schools in psychological work with children.

She is a teacher of psychology for students who have an interest in child clinical care and coordinator of courses focusing on work with children and parents focusing on psychology and behavior analysis. Bia has contact with schools to help with educational practices focused improvement the relationship between members of the school and their students.

She believes that education is the most powerful weapon to change the world. She believes that education of values focused on the development of empathy, to look at the other values with the world, with sustainability, caring for nature and the beings are ways to educate. She also believes that Western culture is facing the competition and not cooperation, it is focused on the accumulation of money and not for quality of life. For this reason, people are increasingly patients, stressed, depressive. Bia believes the love of teaching practices enables us to reap love too.

She has no doubt that the Green School's teaching experiences will enrich the knowledge we already have oriented education and allowing her to share these new learnings. She believes in children.

---

Tenile Vicenzi
Communications Team

Tenile Vicenzi is 34 years old. She was born in Brazil but feels like a citizen of the world. She is passionate about traveling, writing and photography. She also loves to research about human development and share her knowledge with people around her.

In the last ten years, she has been engaged in many volunteer works, such as teaching photography to kids in harming situations, and lecturing in a non-profit organization dedicated to investigating consciousness and helping people develop their human potential.

Even though she had a good job in the marketing department of a big company, in the last years she was feeling that something was not going well. She was dissatisfied about her profession and intended to do something more meaningful in her life, to make a difference in the world. That's why she decided to take a sabbatical year and travel around Asia and Africa. Since then she has been researching about innovative initiatives in education.